Inspired by MartinLogan’s ultra-high-end electrostatic loudspeakers, the Motion® Series was created to provide stunning sound for your ultimate-performance home theater or stereo. MartinLogan’s dedicated in-house engineers carefully crafted the Motion Series to create an extremely affordable and compact product line that seamlessly blends our exquisite Folded Motion™ transducers with powerful, compact bass technology. The result is a smooth, refined sound with stunning dynamic range and jaw-dropping clarity. Included here are just a few of the outstanding awards and accolades the Motion Series has received.

**Newrecordday.com**

**October 2018**

http://bit.ly/2EQ9BY0

[YouTube] Motion 15 Review

**iLounge**

**December 2017**

http://bit.ly/2Bz8pxD

“We were very impressed by MartinLogan’s Motion 15, especially by its Folded Motion tweeter. The Motion 15 is a beautiful speaker with a smooth, controlled sound.” – Guido Gabriele

**Hi-Fi Riu**

**October 2017**


[Translated from Russian] “The ability of Motion 15 to play the vocal parts so cleanly and emotionally turned out to be a pleasant surprise. Thanks to the use of Folded Motion tweeters, high frequencies were reproduced with maximum detail and clarity.” – Alexander Chechelyov

**Hi-Fi Critic**

**April 2013**


“This is a speaker to choose with your musical heart... the mid-treble integration and smoothness is first rate and it drives rooms well. The finish and appearance are excellent. Buy this one with your heart and sit back to enjoy its exuberant musical talents.” – Martin Colloms

**Hi Fi Pig**

**December 2015**


“...a strong and vibrant well staged sound, with crisp and controlled treble married to a strong stable midrange.” – Dan Worth

**Audioholics**

**May 2012**


“...there is a lot to like here. If you really want the sound of Martin Logan’s electrostats, but want something in a smaller form factor, then look no further, go out and buy a pair of these. If you are starting to build a 2.1 or 5.1 system, the [Motion 15s] are at least worth a good listen.” – Cliff Heyne

**WHAT HI-FI?**

**January 2014**

http://bit.ly/2C8Lb6I

“A pretty face and practical too – what’s not to like?... We really [like] the Motion 15s. Their delicate, detailed and agile performance impresses us, and they’re great fun to listen to.”

**hi-fi+**

**April 2013**

http://bit.ly/2kriDx1

“Agile, communicative, competent and complete, what’s not to like? There’s a few exciting new compact monitors appearing at present; MartinLogan’s Motion 15 could just be the surprise package that upsets the applecart.” – Roy Gregory